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We had just finished a workshop for a group of
gymnastics parents when one of the dads in the
crowd came up to speak to me. The evening had
been very interactive with a lively discussion about
what works and what doesn’t work when you’re
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the parent of a young gymnast. Former Olympian
and Bronze Medalist Wendy Bruce (1992) assisted
me as we talked about the pressure-packed
gymnastic environment and how parents can help
keep life and sports in the proper perspective. It
was noticeable to me that this particular father
had been very quiet during the discussion so I was
curious when he stepped up to talk to me privately.
His name was Bob and he said he attended our
session because of his daughter’s involvement in
gymnastics, but now he had a confession to make.
Bob proceeded to tell me the story of his 17 year
old son who had played baseball since age five.
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As a sport-parent of two elite level athletes, I
also confess to many blunders of parental ego,
parental pride, and parental pushing in the
name of sport excellence. My world-class water
skiing daughter and my multi-sport/baseball
scholarship son survived my “always give 110%”
mentality thanks to one thing – a far more patient
level-headed mother who as my wife I trusted
to have the
He described his dedication to his son’s baseball

big picture

and how much time and money he poured into

in her mind

that endeavor over the years. It was clear that

-- while I was

this dad truly loved driving his son to baseball

out of mine!

excellence. Then the unexpected happened.

We learned

I saw tears well-up in Bob’s eyes as his tone

many lessons

changed and he shared that his son had just

by conferring with each other, especially once I

announced before the spring of his senior year

began to think first and speak second.

season that he was done, finished – no more

From those experiences I have compiled the

baseball.

five most common temptations parents face as
they navigate the deceptively dangerous waters

At that moment I knew what was
coming next. “He quit and I know
it’s because of me. All I cared
about was winning, and it’s all I
ever talked about.”

of youth sports. I say “deceptively” dangerous
because when you leave the harbor on your first
Little League or Pop Warner journey, you cannot
possibly
see the
emotional

Bob’s confession was as heart-felt and guilt ridden

rough

as I’ve ever heard. Baseball wasn’t fun anymore

seas or the

for his son, and the worst part is neither was their

potential

relationship.

mutiny
that lies

This story has been played out in various versions

ahead. However, I believe with a good

in countless homes across America; some more

parenting compass and a proper heading the

dramatically with yelling and accusations; and

five temptations can be avoided. As in most

some more silently with quiet resentment and

situations, you’re at the greatest risk when you

avoidance. Either way, the real price in the

don’t know what you don’t know! Let’s open

end is not the dropped sport, but the damaged

our eyes to what lies ahead so we never have to

relationships, and that should concern us.
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share in Bob’s experience.

Temptation #1: Analyzing Technique

around, there were many conversations with other

In most households there is one parent who was

parents that I totally missed or ignored because I

born with the analytical gene. That means it is

was so busy watching – let’s be honest -- analyzing

their nature to view any event with an eye for

every play, every swing, every throw to determine

“what’s wrong with this picture.” They were the

if it was being done as well as possible. This

first one to have their hand up in grade school
when shown a picture of a farmer’s barnyard
full of animals and asked, “Which animals DON’T
belong here?” They instantly picked out the
porcupine and the rhino from the twenty five other
animals that DID belong. This wonderful talent
serves its proud owner well whenever an analysis
of numbers, design, processes,
or procedure is needed at
work. The only problem is that
when little Johnny steps into
the batter’s box, or Jennifer

preoccupation with perfection is a curse that will

mounts the balance beam,

keep you from appreciating the pure joy to be

the parent with this gift has

found in watching your child “play” sports. Yes,
PLAY!

trouble enjoying the moment. The analytical
left hemisphere of the brain kicks into overdrive

The problem with analyzing your
child’s technique is that you then
have the irresistible urge to share
your analysis. Big Mistake!

and starts calculating angles, weight distribution,
stride, and reach with an eye for improvement
possibilities.
The fact
that the
athlete under

Once you start sharing your analysis with your

inspection is

child, the cat is out of the bag. It is now known

only seven

and widely understood that an analysis is always

years old and

going on – during every practice and every game.

excited to be

From this moment on your child stops playing with

in the game at all is lost on Analytical Andy. Of

natural unbridled reckless abandon, and instead

course this parent has the best of intentions. “I just

feels compelled to execute correctly, according

want to help him improve” is the justification for

to DAD. This is the beginning of a young player

carrying the calculator or radar gun to practice.

feeling self-conscious about performance.
While this is a natural thing that happens in sport
anyway, the later it happens the better, and the

By the way, I was the analytical parent in our
home. While I didn’t carry any obvious equipment
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less it is instigated by parents the better.

One. So it’s no surprise that after being asked the
“WHY” question for the first five years of life that
when a young son or daughter enters the world of
sports Mom and Dad figure they are suppose to
be capable of answering those questions too.
Along with the desire to be all-knowing, all-seeing,
and omnipotent, parents have a strong urge to
see their athletic children excel during practice
RESIST THE TEMPTATION:

and games.

Analyze if you must, but keep it to yourself!

“After all, this child has my genes
– he’s destined to be awesome!”

Forever? No, just until you’re asked. If home is
a safe place to share, there will come a time
when your children will admit that they are not
quite satisfied with the results they’re getting. This

Does that sound like a familiar thought? I know

will happen either because they compare their

I heard it rattle around in my mind several

performance to others or because a coach

times. So it only seemed natural that I should

points out an opportunity for improvement. The

take advantage of

coach is the ideal source for the answers at this

my parental position,

point. However if you’re asked by your child,

athletic knowledge, and

gently share some ideas that could help. Base

obvious proximity to the

your answers on real knowledge and observations

field or court to offer my

– don’t guess or make up stuff! This is tricky for two

brilliant instructions. If

reasons. First, you do not want to contradict the

you’re like me you’ve

coach, and secondly you will slow your child’s

shouted from the stands

progress by giving incorrect coaching from the

many of the following,

living room rocking chair.

or something like it: “Bend your knees”, “Keep
your eye on the ball”, “Be first to the ball”, “Jump

By the way, too much information can be worse

sooner”, “Skate to the puck”, “Turn your hips”,

that not enough information. Many athletes have

“Run faster”, “Get your glove down”, “Cover your

suffered from “paralysis by analysis” – a disease

man”, and my all-time favorite, “CONCENTRATE!”

they caught from their parents!
Everyone agrees that the ability to stay focused

Temptation #2: Coaching from the Sidelines

and to concentrate on the most immediate task

Do you remember when you thought your parents

(i.e. the ball, the puck, the hurdle, the throw, or

knew the answer to everything? You were very

your opponent) is critical to success. The best

young at the time! Parents find themselves in the

definition of concentration I ever heard came

role of “life coach” for their children from day
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from sport psychologist Dr. Rob Gilbert, who said

it’s “totally doing what you’re doing while you’re

why 37% of young athletes said they preferred

doing it.”

parents couldn’t come to games! The truth is, all
that coaching from the stands is increasing the

Yet parents typically offer their words of coaching

chances of poor performance due to the added

during the course of a game as if they’re the

distraction it causes. Your child cannot listen to

only ones attending the event and their child

you, listen to his/her coach, allow for changing

has absolutely no other distractions at the time.

game conditions, AND focus on “the ball” at the

When I ask young athletes what things steal their

same time. It can’t be done. While it’s true that

attention from the task at hand here’s what they

every athlete must learn to block out distractions,

listed (in no particular order). These are the top six

a parent’s voice is often such a familiar sound that

external distractions; things seen, heard, touched,

it represents a particularly difficult voice to ignore.

tasted, or smelled.

This is especially true if you have a child who is a
“parent pleaser” by nature. Your best strategy

Noise from the crowd...Words from my opponent...

is to adopt the role of supporter or cheerleader

Yelling from my parents...elling from my coach

instead of coach during both practice and

Different field or court conditions...Weather factors

games.

This does not yet take into account the internal
distractions (thoughts) that come about as a

Remove yourself as one of the
forces competing for your child’s
attention while performing.

result of these physical factors. It’s obvious that all
athletes – young and old – are bombarded with

Become a true admirer of his or her talents and
efforts without trying to affect the performance
while it’s going on. Just enjoy!

Temptation #3: Showing Displeasure
Most parents profess that they go to their child’s
competitions because they enjoy watching them
play the game. Research suggests that may

outside stimuli while trying to perform, and that

not represent what actually happens during a

all these distractions make the job a great deal

game. Jay Goldstein of the University of Maryland

tougher.

published a study in 2005 that revealed a slightly
different set of emotions than what most parents

RESIST THE TEMPTATION

claim. His questionnaires which were administered

Since we logically understand that a loss in

to parents after watching their children compete

concentration robs an athlete of performance

indicated that 53% of parents were angry during

potential, why do parents compound an already

games to some degree. Most often they were

difficult challenge? Perhaps that’s one reason
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irritated with referees (35%), and their own children

understand. It’s very similar to watching CNN.

or their child’s team (28%).

Images constantly appear across the screen,
while at the same moment a small line of text

In 2006, the Minnesota Youth Soccer Association

runs across the bottom offering up additional

surveyed players about their experiences with

information. From your child’s point of view, the

parents and coaches while they played. The

image of Mom or Dad dropping their head or

results showed that 34% said they had been yelled

rolling their eyes after an error has a subtext that

at or teased by a fan, and 15% said their parents

says, “What’s the matter with you? Why can’t you

get angry when they play poorly. According

do it right? You’re embarrassing us!”

to Mark Hyman’s book, “Until it Hurts”, Sports

coaches, and parents yelling at children.”

Finding fault with the officials,
the coach, or other teammates
are additional ways parents
inadvertently communicate
displeasure over the process.

It seems that the longer parents are engaged in

What process? The process of becoming more

youth sports (in years and in dollars), the more

and more skillful as an athlete, as a competitor,

emotionally invested they become. The more

and as a person. That is what you’re watching

emotionally invested they become, the more

when you go to your child’s game. It’s a process

displeasure they show at games. What message

that takes time and requires great patience. He or

does this send?

she is becoming something more, and something

Illustrated for Kids surveyed young readers and
found that 74% of children had witnessed out-ofcontrol adults at their games. “The most common
bad behavior cited: parents yelling at officials and

new.
Most children won’t admit the painful truth but
the body language they see on the sidelines says

RESIST THE TEMPTATION

“You’re not playing well enough to please me…

Since this process is a journey filled with countless

you’re letting me down.”

lessons that must be learned, parents are more
effective when they exercise patience. Youth
If asked, most

sports consist of victories and lessons, not victories

parents would

and failures. Some lessons take a long time to

claim that’s not

learn. For this reason parents must show high

the message they

levels of patience, as opposed to frustration, if

mean to send at

they want their young athletes to do the same.

all. However if most

Parents teach perseverance to their children by

parents could see

persevering on the sidelines without an emotional

themselves from

meltdown.

their child’s point
of view they would
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To control your body language you must

needs work” is interpreted as “I’m still not good

control your emotions. Before your child’s next

enough for you, am I?” by your child.

competition, make a determination to detach
yourself emotionally from the quality of your child’s

Perhaps you’ve made the mistake of looking

performance. Instead, focus on the experience

for and hoping for perfection in your child’s

of getting to watch him/her play, interact, learn,
and strive. There will be highs and lows, but
they belong to your child, not to you. Any body
language from you that says, “I believe in you” or
“You’re making progress through your efforts” will
increase your child’s confidence and patience in
the journey.

Temptation #4: Criticizing Performance
It’s amazing how many people profess the virtues

performance. If so, you probably feel an

of “constructive criticism” except when they’re

obligation to point out the not-so-perfect parts of

on the receiving end of it. At

a performance. It’s important for you to realize

that moment there’s absolutely

two things. First, your child is most likely already

no redeeming value in the

painfully aware of his/her lack of perfection. She

information being delivered

sees it in her coaches’ reaction, her teammate’s

whatsoever! For the purposes

reaction, and sometimes in the scoreboard itself.

of this discussion let’s make a

Secondly, your child wants to have proud parents,

distinction between criticism

and criticism from you insinuates that you are not

and support. Criticizing is anything that tears

proud, but instead a little disappointed. This is

down or discourages, while support builds up and

perceived as worse than losing the game.

encourages. Criticism finds fault, whereas support

Kids can live with a disappointed
coach, but disappointed parents
– whether you actually are or are
not – is a terrible burden.

finds hope.
Parents often mistakenly believe that criticizing
– finding the faults in – a performance motivates
a child to try harder. They believe the information
they’re providing is a revelation to their young

RESIST THE TEMPTATION

athlete that must be declared. Statements like,

Criticism, complaining, and condemning after

“You were playing a pretty good game until you

games or practice must be replaced with three

made that error” is not nearly as supportive from

other supportive behaviors, regardless of the

your child’s point of view as it sounds to you. “Your

performance. First, focus your comments on the

offense was excellent today, BUT your defense still

positive aspects of your child’s game, or on any
evidence of progress made in some area that has
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been recently discussed.

athlete more as a commodity than a person. They

Be sure not to follow-up

become more concerned with athletic outcomes

with the word “But…”

than with the experience of playing sports. The

and some counter-point

concept of “fun” is replaced with “work” as Dad

about a negative aspect.

plays a role that resembles a boss more than a

Secondly, when your

parent. This all seems rational since the focus is on

child has moved past the

executing a plan more than growing a person.

emotions of the day’s

Over time, the interpersonal
connection between parent and
child is experienced primarily
through performance achieved
rather than love expressed.

performance (and that can take a while) ask a
question about what they either enjoyed or what
they learned. Then just listen. Thirdly, offer an
optimistic comment about what progress or new
accomplishment is coming soon. Paint a visual
picture that is logical (not baloney) of something
he or she can look forward to happening if they

While every parent who has gone down this road

keep doing the work. “You’re back-hand swing

has the best of intentions, if they could step away

is certainly going to get stronger the way you’re

and view this role from a distance, or look back

working on it.”

at it from years hence, their choices might be
different.

Temptation #5: Becoming the Agent
Television exposes us to the Super Stars of sports.

First of all, the statistics don’t add up to justify this

Without much effort we can learn about the

approach. In his book “Until It Hurts”, Mark Hyman

journey from Little League to Louisville slugger, or

relates these facts. “In 2006 Dr. Robert Rohloff,

from Pop Warner to Pittsburg Steelers of a player

a Wisconsin pediatrician, surveyed 376 mothers

we admire. As the camera zooms in on the proud

and fathers of sports players, most in middle

father of a multi-million dollar athlete sitting in the

and elementary school, about their goals for

stands during the championship game, it’s a short

their children’s participation in sports. Almost 40

leap of logic for any parent to begin thinking, “I

percent, a startling figure, told Rohloff they hoped

need to make sure my talented child gets every

their children would someday play for a college

opportunity and every moment of exposure

team. Twenty-two parents said they expected

necessary to make this happen for him.” In other

their children to become professional athletes.”

words, “If he doesn’t make it, it won’t be because
What are the odds of a high school varsity

I didn’t do my part!”

player making the leap to be an intercollegiate
With this feeling of obligation moms &/or dads

scholarship recipient? Pretty tough! According

gradually succumb to the fifth temptation

to Hyman’s book the NCAA reports that “in many

– becoming and acting like the Agent of their

sports fewer than seven high school players out

child. In its worse form, an Agent views their child/
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of one hundred will move on. Just 5.8 percent of

diving into how you “feel” and who you “are” as

high school football players…5.7 percent of soccer

a person – not just a parent. It happens when you

players…5.6 percent of baseball players…3.1 of

genuinely demonstrate the traits that are often

women’s basketball players…and 2.9 percent of

preached from the head of the kitchen table --

men’s basketball players” will suit up in college.

hard work, teamwork, confidence, self-discipline,
and ethical choices. More than anything else the
Hero role finds the light of day in unconditional
love & total acceptance regardless of your child’s
performance on any given day. Would it mean
nearly as much if it came from anyone else but
you? In the final analysis, you’ll never hear a
successful athlete at any level claim that they got
where they are because their mom or dad was a
great Agent.

However, aside from the statistics there’s another
more important reason why becoming your
child’s sports Agent is ill-advised. Even if your
child has the talent and the dedication to earn a
college scholarship at some level, or to pursue a
professional career in sports, there is another price
paid. When parents become the Agent they find
it almost impossible to play another role, which
requires a completely different approach.
RESIST THE TEMPTATION
When you resist the temptation to play Agent
it leaves you more available to fill even bigger
shoes… a role that no one else should play in your
child’s life – Hero.
To become a Hero to your son or daughter
you must work to make a genuine connection
on a personal level. This is done by the kind of
conversations you have. It happens naturally
when you share more than what you “know” by
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